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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (1 of 3)
Highlights of Round 1 SchoolChoice
●

While the overall participation rate surpassed last year’s, it did not rebound fully to
pre-pandemic levels when total active participants amounted to 26,555.
○ This year, there were 25,415 active participants, a 7.0% increase compared to 2021
Round 1 (23,746 active participants)

●

The rate at which current students in a transitioning grade participated in Round 1 was
similar to previous years.
○ 88% for kindergarten (↓ 2% vs 2021)
○ 86% for grade 6 (↑ 2% vs 2021)
○ 73% for grade 9 (↓ 1% vs 2021)
○ 83% across all three transition grades (No change vs 2021)

●

We had 327 more applicants for ECE, a 8.5% increase compared to 2021

●

First choice match rates for transitioning students held steady at 89%

●

SchoolChoice Round 1 results are only one part of the DPS enrollment picture and as
such can only partially predict October Count enrollment.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (2 of 3)
SchoolChoice continues to be a well-established practice in DPS

●

A large portion of students in Denver
continue to use SchoolChoice to seek
admission into a school outside their
boundary or zone, suggesting that
SchoolChoice is a well-established
practice among DPS families.

●

43% of DPS students chose to attend a
school outside of their boundary/zone

Note: Alternative schools and ECE students are not included in the above chart.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (3 of 3)
SchoolChoice Reminders
●

●

SchoolChoice participation guidelines differ across DPS schools based on the
geographical area that they serve.
○

Schools that serve a neighborhood boundary | Have an automatic population of
students that will default to them in the entry grade if they don’t submit a
SchoolChoice application. However, communications sent to families encourage
participation so that schools can plan for each student’s arrival in the fall.

○

Schools that serve an enrollment zone | No students are defaulted to these
schools as they must participate in SchoolChoice to enroll in the entry grade;
however, students in enrollment zones are guaranteed a seat at one school in the
zone, just not a speciﬁc school.

○

Schools that are 100% choice schools | Do not have an automatic population of
students that default to them. Every student choices in; no particular student is
guaranteed admission.

SchoolChoice Round 1 participant deﬁnition:
○

A student who submitted a choice application.

○

Students in transition grades who did not submit a SchoolChoice application and
were placed in their boundary school are not considered Round 1 participants.
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OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS

SchoolChoice active participation rates for
Denver-resident transition students or known and
currently attending a DPS school continue to be
high.
●
●
●

88% participation for kindergarten
86% for grade 6
73% for grade 9
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ROUND 1 PARTICIPANTS BY YEAR

The number of participants increased this year to 95.7 percent of
pre-pandemic levels. Round 1 participation is a predictor of October Count
Day enrollment as participants are more likely to be enrolled in the fall.

●
●
●

There were 1,669 more participants than in 2021 (↑7.0%) across all grades, ECE-12.
Some of this increase in participation may be driven by a change in SchoolChoice
communications sent to families, which encouraged participation so that schools can
plan for their student’s arrival in the fall.
SchoolChoice Round 1 results are only one part of the DPS enrollment picture and as
such can only partially predict October Count enrollment.
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ROUND 1 PARTICIPANTS BY GRADE
ECE had the largest overall increase in participation, with 327 more
participants since 2021. This may be indicative of some post-pandemic
enrollment recovery as the majority of ECE students are new to DPS.
2021-2022
YTD

2022-2023
YTD

Total
Participants

23,746

25,415

1,669

+7.03%

ECE

3,869

4,196

327

+8.45%

K

4,540

4,454

-86

-1.89%

6

5,156

5,206

50

+0.97%

9

4,194

4,334

140

+3.34%

All Other

5,987

7,225

1,238

+20.68%

●

YOY
YOY
Difference (#) Difference (%)

Non-ECE and non-transition grades saw a 20.7% increase in participants compared to
2021, which may be the result of post-pandemic pent-up demand for changing schools.
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ROUND 1 PARTICIPATION RATES
The rate at which current students in a transitioning grade
participated in Round 1 was similar to previous years.

●

Students who live in a boundary default to their neighborhood boundary school if they
don’t submit a SchoolChoice application; these students are not included in the above
participation rates. Communications sent to these families encourage participation so
that schools can plan for students’ arrival in the fall.

●

Students who live in an enrollment zone must participate in SchoolChoice to enroll in a
school. Enrollment Services sends robocalls to all transitioning students in enrollment
zones, followed by up to two personalized calls made by enrollment representatives.
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ROUND 1 PARTICIPATION RATE BY ZONE
Enrollment Zones have high participation rates with 92% (↑1% vs 2021)
of all transition students in enrollment zones submitting an application.
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OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS

●
●
●

89% of kindergarteners placed in their ﬁrst
choice (↑3% vs 2021)
91% of sixth graders received their ﬁrst choice
(↓1% vs 2021)
85% of ninth graders enrolled in their ﬁrst
choice (↓4% vs 2021)
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MATCH RATES FOR TRANSITION STUDENTS
89% of participating Denver residents received their top choice school in
transition grades K, 6 and 9, same as in 2021.

●

The rate at which students were enrolled in their ﬁrst choice school increased once again for kinder
likely due to fewer participants applying for a similar number of seats.

●

The rate at which students were enrolled in their ﬁrst choice school decreased for ninth grade.
Further analysis is required to understand the underlying reasons.
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MATCH RATES FOR TRANSITION STUDENTS
95% of participating Denver transition students received their ﬁrst or
second choice in transition grades K, 6 and 9. High match rates are an
important predictor of customer satisfaction.

●

High 1st choice match rates could indicate a balance between the supply of seats and family
demand for those seats across the DPS family of schools.
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Appendix
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DEFINITIONS
●

Participant: A student who submitted a choice application.

●

Transition student: A transition student is a student who does not roll automatically to
the next grade in his or her current school or any other school. Most commonly, they
are applying to grades K, 6 or 9. (ECE-4 applicants usually do not automatically roll
from ECE-3, but they are not K-12).

●

Transition participant: A transition student who submitted a choice application.

●

Participation rate: Calculated by dividing the number of students in transition grades
who submitted a choice application by the total number of students who do not roll
automatically to the next grade in any school. Transition grades are K, 6 and 9
○ Identifying kindergarten non-participants is challenging because DPS only has line
of sight to students who are currently enrolled in an ECE program in DPS to serve
as the denominator for this calculation. In contrast, 6th- and 9th-grade rates are
easier due to students being in DPS already for 5th and 8th grades.

●

Match rate: Percentage of applicants (usually referring to transition students) who
received their X preferred choice. 1st choice match rate is the percentage who
received their 1st choice; 1st and 2nd choice match rate is the percentage who
received their 1st or 2nd choice; etc.
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